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A number of words become new words when, contemporaneously, the front letter 
is looped to the back and the back to the front. The first and last letters must be different, 
of course, and the result of t h s  double loop is that the first and last letters are exchanged. 
If the middle letters are palindromic, the pair becomes palindromic. 
Dave Morice's superb The Dictionary of WirdPlay identifies this type of 
transposal as a terminal switch, but that compound seems to stress only the last letter 
rather than the first and last letters that come into play. We prefer the term switchable 
and hereby place our examples where our mouths are: 


























































Rarer five-letter examples, most employing S markers, include: 
ATOMSISTOMA EMITSISMITE MOTETITOTEM 
AURICICURIA EPICSISPICE PLUMSISLW 
DATERRATED GLANSISLANG RAGESISAGER 
DATESISATED HOOTSISOOTH RAVESISAVER 
DrVERhUVED KHANSISHANK RHEASISHEAR 
DOLESISOLED LEPERIREPEL ROBESISOBER 
DOPERROPED LEVERBEVEL SINEW/WINES 
Reaching for six-letter prizes, we note a pattern in which the letters D and R are 
transposed and the order, with but one exception, is consonant-vowel-consonant- 
consonant-vowel-consonant: 
DAGGERIRAGGED DEAREWREARED DIPPERRIPPED 
D A h Q E R W E D  DIFFER/RIFFED DUBBEFURUBBED 
DANGERRANGED DIGGERLUGGED DUFFEFURUFFED 
DANKERIRANKED DIMMERIRIMMED DUMPEFURUMPED 
DAPPERRAPPED DINGERIRrNGED DUSTERRUSTED 





DUFFELLUFFED TARMACICAR MAT 
The last example above features a smidgen of semantic kinship (in the manner of 
DAISIS AID, EATSISATE, PEARIREAP, PEESISEEP, LEPERBEPEL and 
DANGER/RANGED), but the open styling of CAR MAT is a drawback. 










and these longer pairs: 
Using the definitions that follow identify seven pairs of longer switchables that do 
not employ the DR transposal. The first five pairs are seven letters per word, the sixth 
pair eight, and the seventh pair nine: 
1. fastenersla small canying bag 
2. hair style detaillsomething that provokes excitement 
3. an athletic jersey or undershirt/causes a thrilling sensation 
4. wastes timelrushed forth 
5 ,  shrinkslsexual enticer 
6. becomes steadily smallerlobtained something fraudulently 
7 ,  confers dignity uponlmeant 
Their identities can be found in Answers and Solutions. 
A POEM 
SIR JEREMY MORSE 
London, England 
NATURAL ORDER 
The qualung jungle 
Becomes a zone 
Of unvexed order 
When the lion preys - 
A buck dies fighting; 
Jackals moan; 
Opaque forest 
Curves in waxy haze. 
